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By Madeleine Dunphy

Web of Life Children s Books, United States, 2006. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Michael
Rothman (illustrator). 254 x 203 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. From swinging monkeys
and upside-down-hanging sloths to graceful caimans and stalking jaguars, Here is the Tropical Rain
Forest will envelope readers in a sensual and stunning jungle. Madeleine Dunphy s text and Michael
Rothman s deeply hued and shadowed paintings beautifully illustrate how each plant and animal of
the rain forest is inextricably linked with the others in a chain of life.
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Reviews
The best publication i actually study. I actually have study and so i am confident that i am going to likely to study once more yet again later on. You will not
sense monotony at at any moment of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Er nest B er g na um
This book may be worth purchasing. I was able to comprehended every thing using this published e publication. I am happy to let you know that this is the
very best ebook i have got read inside my very own daily life and could be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Rhoda Dur g a n PhD
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Tropical rainforest biomes are found in locations throughout the world in a band around the equator known as the "tropics". The tropics
wrap around the world in a band approximately 3,000 miles (4,800 kilometers) wide between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of
Capricorn.Â Click here for a great selection of Amazon.com books about the tropical rainforests of the world. As mentioned above,
tropical rainforest are typically found in a band around the equator between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn.Â The
largest tropical rainforest on earth is the Amazon Rainforest. This rainforest is mostly located in Brazil but overflows into Peru, Colombia,
Venezuela, Bolivia, Ecuador, Guyana, French Guiana, and Suriname. Here are 45+ facts about the tropical rainforest that you may not
have known previously.Â Below are 45+ Facts on Tropical Rainforests. Fact 1: Rainforests only cover around 2 percent the total
surface area of the Earth and about 6% of the Earthâ€˜s land surface, but about 50 percent of all known species of the plants and
animals on the earth live in the rainforest. Fact 2: Rainforests are the forests that receive a high amount of rainfall. The tropical rainforest
is very rainy, as its name implies. The rainfall gets at least 250cm and can reach up to 400-450 inches in one year. The water rainforests
produce is evaporated and then used as rain in other areas. Fact 3: You can find rain... Tropical rainforests are extremely important to
the survival of the Earth and we must do everything we can to protect them. There are many interesting facts.Â Here are the top 10
facts about the tropical rainforests. First of all, there are many different types of rainforests. Besides the most popular Tropical
Rainforests, rainforests are also found in sub-tropical and temperate areas. The Pacific Northwest of the U.S., as well as parts of Japan
have dense forests that receive rainforest precipitation. As much as the Amazon and even the Congo. Diversity is also found in tropical
rainforests. The variability depends on soils and geology, rain patterns, and resident wildlife. A Rainforest in Asia could look very
different from one in Brazil.

